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Request for Comments on Proposed Rules of the Judicial Branch Certification Commission 

  

  

The Judicial Branch Certification Commission (JBCC) requests comments on the 

following proposed Rules of the Judicial Branch Certification Commission.  An outline of 

major changes prefaces the rules. 

 This rule package contains updates from legislation passed in 2019 relating to 

implementation of SB 891 addressing the court reporter shortage which includes but is not limited 

to ; 1) establishing apprentice and provisional certifications for court reporters,  and 2) establishing 

conditions under which court reporting firms are subject to disciplinary action for repeated failure 

to fulfill a commitment to provide court reporter services. 

 Comments must be submitted in writing by 5:00 p.m. on March 12, 2020 to the Supreme 

Court of Texas at P.O. Box 12248, Austin, Texas 78711, or by email to 

rulescomments@txcourts.gov.  Comments received will be publicly available and may be posted 

to the JBCC website. 
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Rules Revisions 

Outline 

 

A. POWERS OF THE COMMISSION – Senate Bill 284 

Allows the Commission to administer and enforce enabling laws of the Forensic Science 

Commission to the extent necessary to conduct hearings referred from that Commission. 

 

B. MILITARY SPOUSES – Senate Bill 1200 

1. Requires Commission to issue written authorization to a military spouse to engage in a 

regulated practice without certification, registration, or licensure. 

2. To qualify for the written authorization, the military spouse must: 

a. submit a copy of their military identification card and proof of residency in Texas; 

and 

b. be certified, registered, or licensed in good standing in another jurisdiction with 

substantially equivalent certification, registration, or licensure standards. 

 

C. CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTERS – Senate Bill 891 

1. Endorsement Revisions 

a. Endorsement waives Part A of the exam 

b. Applicant must be certified or licensed in good standing in another jurisdiction 

i. With substantially equivalent or more stringent certification requirements, 

ii. Which is in a reciprocity agreement with Texas, or 

iii. Is on the list of states with substantially equivalent certification 

requirements 

c. Applicant must prove active court reporting in another jurisdiction for 3 years of 

past 5-year period. 

d. Applicant for endorsement may obtain provisional certification until endorsement 

or upon expiration of 3 years, whichever occurs first. 

2. Apprentice Reporter 

a. Applicant must pass part of Part A and Part B during 2-year period preceding 

application, and 

i. Submit a letter of completion from a court reporting school,  

ii. Submit a letter verifying the applicant is enrolled in upper speed class and 

can report 200 words per minute, or  

iii. Submit proof of satisfactory practice for 3 of the past 5 years in a non-

licensing jurisdiction. 

b. Must be supervised by a certified shorthand reporter who has been certified for 10 

years. 

c. May not report hearings but may report depositions and other proceedings. 

d. Must file steno notes, text files, and audio recordings with supervising reporter 

within 5 days after reporting. 

e. Apprentice must take Part A at least twice per year and file written proof thereof 

with supervisor. 

f. Must inform attorney of apprentice status upon taking deposition. 

g. Apprenticeship last no longer than 2 years subject to extension to obtain Part A 

scores. 
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3. Provisional Certification 

a. Available to a person who passes Part B and a criminal history check, if 

i. The person previously held certification and retired or left profession 

within 3 years preceding application, 

ii. The person was licensed or certified in good standing in another 

jurisdiction and actively practiced for 3 out of past 5 years,  

iii. The person was actively engaged in practice in federal courts for 3 of past 

5 years, or 

iv. The person holds an RPR or something comparable or more stringent and 

has been actively engaged in the practice for 3 of the past 5 years. 

b. Provisional certification lasts for 3 years or until full certification is issued 

whichever occurs sooner – subject to extension to obtain Part A test results. 

4. Fees 

a. Requires court reporting firms to pay unpaid renewal fees in order to obtain new 

registration after previous registration expires. 

b. Imposes a $200 fee for applying for: 

i. Certification by Endorsement 

ii. Provisional Certification 

iii. Apprenticeship. 

c. Eliminates a $10 discount for applying for Part A and Part B combined. 

d. Modifies prerequisites for waiver of registration and renewal fees for court 

reporting firms to require submission of: 

i. An affidavit of a certified shorthand reporter swearing the reporter owns 

more than 50 percent of the firm and maintains actual control of it; and  

ii. Corroborating evidence – copies of tax forms, business entity filings, or 

other evidence – of ownership and control by the affiant. 

5. Other changes 

a. Requires at least one person with management authority over court reporting firm 

to obtain continuing education. 

b. Designates as “unprofessional conduct” repeatedly committing to provide 

reporting services and unreasonably failing to provide them (mirrors SB 891). 

 

D. GUARDIANS 

Requires applicants for certification as a guardian to complete the Commission’s online 

guardianship training to be eligible for certification. 

 

E. PROCESS SERVERS 

Prohibits certified process servers from representing or implying that they are certified or 

otherwise derive authority to serve process from the Texas Supreme Court.  

Prohibits certified process servers from directing a person to contact the Texas Supreme 

Court or the clerk of the Supreme Court regarding any matter relating to the service of 

process or the process server; except to respond to a matter before the Court in its 

adjudicative capacity.  
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F. LICENSED COURT INTERPRETERS 

Requires applicants for licensure to pass all parts of the oral examination during a single 

examination session held on one day. 

 

G. GUARDIANSHIP REGISTRATION 

1. Allows Commission to direct proposed guardians to file their online training certificates 

with the court where they seek appointment to fulfill the Commission’s duty to notify 

the court that the training is complete. 

2. Requires proposed guardians who reside in a jurisdiction other than Texas to undergo a 

fingerprint-based criminal history check regards of the value of the liquid assets of the 

proposed estate. 
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unless good cause is shown and the Commission and Office agree to do so prior to the 1 

settlement conference. 2 

 3 

(k) All communications in the settlement conference between or among the parties, and 4 

between each party and mediator, if any, are confidential under the same terms as provided 5 

in Section 154.053 of the Civil Practice and Remedies Code. Information shared with the 6 

mediator in separate meetings will not be given to any other party unless the party sharing 7 

the information explicitly gives the mediator permission to do so. Material provided to the 8 

mediator is not required to be provided to the other parties and will not be filed or become 9 

a record in the disciplinary proceedings. Notes taken during the settlement conference by 10 

the parties and the mediator must be destroyed at the end of the process. 11 

 12 

(I) Any agreement reached by the parties will be reduced to writing and signed by the parties 13 

before the end of the settlement conference. These writings may be informal in nature. The 14 

parties may agree that the written agreement remain confidential if there is no requirement 15 

of law to the contrary. Any part of the agreement that may affect the disposition of the 16 

disciplinary proceeding (such as agreements concerning relevant facts) must be filed in the 17 

record of the disciplinary proceeding. 18 

 19 

(m) If the parties use a mediator for the settlement conference, the mediator must maintain 20 

confidentiality in accordance with Section 2009.054 of the Government Code. The 21 

mediator may not communicate to the Commission matters discussed with the parties in 22 

the settlement conference. The mediator will report to the Commission in writing whether 23 

the settlement conference resulted in a settlement of the matter in dispute, or other 24 

stipulations or matters that the parties agreed be reported. 25 

 26 

(n) Required Filings. The following documents must be filed with the Commission: any 27 

request for the appointment of a mediator, any objection to the referral of the matter to a 28 

settlement conference, any objection to the appointment of a mediator, any notice required 29 

to be given, any settlement agreement, any report prepared by the mediator, and any similar 30 

documents as may become necessary or appropriate in the course of the settlement 31 

conference. 32 

 33 

6.0. Court Reporters Certification and Shorthand Reporting Firms Registration 34 

 35 

6.1 Definitions 36 

 37 

(a) Advisory Board means the Court Reporters Certification Advisory Board. 38 

 39 

(b) Certification means a certification issued by the Supreme Court of Texas on the 40 

Commission's recommendation. 41 

 42 

(c) Code of Ethics means the Code of Ethics or, if applicable, its predecessor, the Code of 43 

Professional Conduct for Certified Shorthand Reporters and Court Reporting Firms 44 

approved by the Supreme Court of Texas. 45 
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 1 

(d) Court reporter and shorthand reporter mean a person who engages in shorthand reporting. 2 

 3 

(e) Court reporting and shorthand reporting mean the practice of shorthand reporting for 4 

use in litigation in the courts of this State by making a verbatim record of an oral court 5 

proceeding, deposition, or proceeding before a grand jury, referee, or court commissioner 6 

using written symbols in shorthand, machine shorthand, or oral stenography. 7 

 8 

(f) Court reporting firm, shorthand reporting firm, and affiliate office mean an entity 9 

wholly or partly in the business of providing court reporting or other related services in this 10 

State. A court reporting firm, shorthand reporting firm, or affiliate office is considered to 11 

be providing court reporting or other related services in this State if: 12 

 13 

(1) any act that constitutes a court reporting service or shorthand reporting service 14 

occurs wholly or partly in this State; 15 

 16 

(2) the firm or affiliate office recruits a resident of this State through an intermediary 17 

located inside or outside of this State to provide court reporting services, shorthand 18 

reporting services, or other related services in this State; or 19 

 20 

(3) the firm or affiliate office contracts with a resident of this State by mail or otherwise 21 

and either party is to perform court reporting services, shorthand reporting services, 22 

or other related services wholly or partly in this State. 23 

 24 

(g) Official court reporter means the shorthand reporter appointed by a judge under Section 25 

52.041 of the Government Code as the official court reporter for a particular court.  26 

 27 

(h) Registration means a registration issued by the Commission. 28 

 29 

(i) RMR means a Registered Merit Reporter certification issued by the National Court 30 

Reporters Association. 31 

 32 

(j) RPR means the Registered Professional Reporter certification issued by the National Court 33 

Reporters Association. 34 

 35 

(k) Uniform Format Manual means the manual approved by the Supreme Court of Texas 36 

that governs the form of official reporters' records and freelance transcriptions. 37 

 38 

6.2 Requirement of Certification or Registration 39 

 40 

(a) A person may not engage in shorthand reporting in this State or be appointed as an official 41 

court reporter or deputy court reporter unless that person is certified as a shorthand reporter 42 

or a provisional court reporter by the Supreme Court of Texas. 43 
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(1) A certification must be for one or more of the following methods of shorthand 1 

reporting: 2 

 3 

(A) written shorthand; 4 

 5 

(B) machine shorthand; 6 

 7 

(C) oral stenography; or 8 

 9 

(D) any other method of shorthand reporting authorized by the Supreme Court. 10 

 11 

(2) A person may not assume or use the title or designation "court recorder," "court 12 

reporter," or "shorthand reporter," or any abbreviation, title, designation, words, 13 

letters, sign, card, or device tending to indicate that the person is a court reporter or 14 

shorthand reporter, unless the person is certified as a shorthand reporter or a 15 

provisional court reporter by the Supreme Court of Texas. Nothing in this rule must 16 

be construed to either sanction or prohibit the use of electronic court recording 17 

equipment operated by a noncertified court reporter pursuant and according to rules 18 

adopted or approved by the Supreme Court of Texas. 19 

 20 

(b) A court reporting firm and its affiliate offices must register with the Commission. Unless 21 

a firm and its affiliate offices are registered with the Commission, the firm must not: 22 

 23 

(1) use the title or designation "court recording firm," "court reporting firm," or 24 

"shorthand reporting firm" or any abbreviation, title, designation, words, letters, 25 

sign, card, or device tending to indicate that the firm is a court reporting firm or 26 

shorthand reporting firm; or 27 

 28 

(2) offer services as a court reporting firm or shorthand reporting firm. 29 

 30 

(c) These rules do not apply to: 31 

 32 

(1) a party to the litigation involved, the party's attorney, or a full-time employee of 33 

either; or 34 

 35 

(2) court reporting services performed outside of this State by a shorthand reporter who 36 

is not certified in this State for use in a court proceeding in this State, provided that 37 

the work resulting from those services is produced and billed wholly outside of this 38 

State. 39 

 40 

(d) Subject to the requirements of Rule 6.4(d) and (e), nothing in these rules should be 41 

construed to prohibit the employment of a noncertified shorthand reporter until a certified 42 

shorthand reporter is available in the judicial district where services of a shorthand reporter 43 

are desired. 44 

 45 

(e) To qualify for certification, a person must: 46 
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 1 

(1) satisfy the requirements of Section 3.0 of these rules; 2 

 3 

(2) pass an examination as required by the Commission in one or more of the methods 4 

of shorthand reporting authorized by Rule 6.2(a)(l); and 5 

 6 

(3) be a high school graduate or possess the GED equivalent. 7 

 8 

(f) To take an examination, an applicant for certification must file the required forms and pay 9 

the required fees according to the deadlines established by the Commission. 10 

 11 

(g) Each examination will be given in two parts to be designated Part A and Part B. 12 

 13 

(1) Part A component. 14 

 15 

(A) Part A will be composed of five minutes of two-voice dictation of questions 16 

and answers given at 225 words per minute, five minutes of dictation of a 17 

jury charge given at 200 words per minute, and five minutes of dictation of 18 

selected literary material given at 180 words per minute. 19 

 20 

(B) Each applicant must personally take down the test and must reduce the 21 

takedown to writing. 22 

 23 

(C) The minimum passing grade on each section of Part A is 95% accuracy. An 24 

error will be charged for: 25 

 26 

(i) each wrong word; 27 

 28 

(ii) each omitted word; 29 

 30 

(iii) each added word not dictated; 31 

 32 

(iv) each contraction where read as two words; 33 

 34 

(v) two words where read as a contraction; 35 

 36 

(vi) each misplaced word; 37 

 38 

(vii) each misplaced period that materially alters the sense of a group of 39 

words or a sentence; 40 

 41 

(viii) each misspelled word; 42 

 43 

(ix) each plural or singular if the opposite was dictated; and 44 

 45 

(x) each wrong number. 46 
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 1 

(D) Applicants may use a dictionary during Part A. 2 

 3 

(E) Applicants will be allowed three hours to complete the transcription of Part A 4 

of the test. If time permits, an applicant may review his or her transcript but 5 

may use only the original takedown from which the transcript was prepared to 6 

review the transcript. 7 

 8 

(2) Part B component. 9 

 10 

(A) Part B of the test must consist of objective questions touching on elementary 11 

aspects of court reporting, spelling, and grammar and Texas rules and 12 

procedure. 13 

 14 

(B) Applicants may not use a dictionary during Part B. 15 

 16 

(C) The minimum passing grade on Part B is 75%. 17 

 18 

(3) Notwithstanding Rule 3.1l(d), an applicant who passes Part A or Part B of the 19 

examination but fails the other part will not be required to be reexamined on the 20 

part that the applicant passed. 21 

 22 

(h) An applicant who fails an examination may request that the examination be regraded by 23 

sending a written request to the Commission office within 20 days of the date of notice that 24 

the applicant has failed the examination. If the examination is regraded, the Commission 25 

will inform the applicant of the results of the regrading. Upon receipt of the regrading results,  26 

the applicant may request a personal review of the examination with a member of the advisory 27 

board. The request for a personal review must be in writing and filed within 20 days of the 28 

notice of regrading results. 29 

 30 

(i) The Commission must certify to the Supreme Court of Texas the names of applicants who 31 

have completed all application requirements and are determined on examination to be 32 

qualified in professional shorthand reporting. In its certification, the Commission must 33 

specify the method or methods of reporting used by each successful applicant in taking the 34 

examination. 35 

 36 

(j) A person certified under Chapter 52 of the Government Code prior to September 1, 1983, 37 

may retain a general certification authorizing the person to use any method of shorthand 38 

reporting authorized in Rule 6.2(a)(1), provided that the person keeps the certification in 39 

continuous effect. 40 

 41 

(k) To register, a court reporting firm or affiliate office must pay all required fees and register 42 

on a form provided by the Commission. The registration form must state whether any 43 

officers, directors, or managerial employees of the firm or affiliate office have been finally 44 

convicted of a felony or misdemeanor other than a minor traffic offense or juvenile offense. 45 

46 
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 1 

(1) The Commission may: 2 

 3 

(1) refuse to certify to the Supreme Court the application of a person who was finally 4 

convicted of an offense that directly relates to the duties and responsibilities of a 5 

certified court reporter as determined using the factors listed in Rule 3.5; or 6 

 7 

(2) refuse to register a court reporting firm or affiliate office if an officer, director, or 8 

managerial employee of the firm or affiliate office was finally convicted of a felony 9 

or misdemeanor that directly relates to providing court reporting services as 10 

determined using the factors listed in Rule 3.5. 11 

 12 

6.3 Certification by Endorsement 13 

 14 

(a) Pursuant to 3.3 the Commission will waive Part A of the examination for an applicant for 15 

certification as a shorthand reporter who: 16 

(1) is certified or licensed in good standing in another jurisdiction which: 17 

(A) has certification or licensing requirements that are substantially equivalent to, or 18 

more stringent than, the Commission’s standards for initial certification; 19 

 20 

(B) has entered into a reciprocity agreement with the Texas Supreme Court; or 21 

 22 

(C) is included on the list of states that have certification or licensing requirements 23 

that are substantially equivalent to the requirements for initial certification in 24 

Texas maintained pursuant to Section 154.1012 of the Government Code; and 25 

(2) provides proof to the commission acceptable to the commission that the applicant has 26 

been actively performing court reporting in the other jurisdiction where the applicant is 27 

a licensed or certified shorthand reporter during 3 years of the 5-year period immediately 28 

preceding the application for certification by endorsement. 29 

 30 

(b) An applicant for certification by endorsement must successfully complete Part B of the 31 

examination and pass a criminal history background check as a prerequisite for endorsement. 32 

 33 

(c) An applicant for certification by endorsement may obtain a provisional certification to provide 34 

shorthand reporting services. A provisional certification expires upon the earlier of: 35 

 36 

(1) 3 years after it is issued; or 37 
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(2) upon issuance of the certification by endorsement. 1 

 2 

6.4 Apprentice Court Reporter 3 

 4 

(a) The Commission shall grant an apprenticeship to an applicant for certification who: 5 

(1) passes any portion of Part A of the examination required by Section 154.103(b) of the 6 

Government Code during the 2-year period immediately preceding the date of 7 

application in accordance with 3.11(d); 8 

(2) passes Part B of the examination required by Section 154.103(c) of the Government 9 

Code; 10 

(3) passes a criminal history background check; and 11 

(4)  submits one of the following to the Commission: 12 

(A) a letter from a court reporting school verifying that the applicant is a student 13 

at that school enrolled in an upper speed class and can report at least 200 words 14 

per minute; 15 

(B) a certificate of completion from a court reporting school; or 16 

(C) references, work product, or other evidence of performing shorthand reporting 17 

services in a satisfactory manner in the course of actively engaging in the 18 

practice of shorthand reporting for 3 years of the 5-year period immediately 19 

preceding the date of the application for an apprenticeship certification in a 20 

jurisdiction that does not license or certify shorthand reporters. 21 

 22 

(b) An apprentice may provide reporting and transcription services for certain depositions under 23 

the direct supervision of a certified shorthand reporter who has been certified in good 24 

standing for not less than 10 years. An apprentice shorthand reporter is subject, as applicable, 25 

to the laws, rules, code of ethics, uniform format manual, orders and other requirements of 26 

the Commission and is subject to discipline by the Commission. An apprentice shorthand 27 

reporter must not report a hearing before a court but may report other proceedings and 28 

depositions other than the deposition of an expert witness. A certified shorthand reporter may 29 

transcribe a record they reported as an apprentice. A supervising shorthand reporter is 30 

responsible for the preparation of the transcript of a record taken by an apprentice under the 31 

supervising reporter’s supervision after the conclusion of the apprenticeship if the apprentice 32 

is not certified as a shorthand reporter when the transcript is requested. 33 
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 1 

(c) A person who applies for an apprenticeship must include the proposed supervising shorthand 2 

reporter’s name and certification number on the application and upon applying must file a 3 

statement of the supervising shorthand reporter attesting to the reporter’s agreement to 4 

supervise the apprentice and acknowledgement of responsibility for the work of the 5 

apprentice. 6 

 7 

(d) An apprentice shorthand reporter must create an audio backup of each deposition or other 8 

proceeding authorized by Subsection (b) that the apprentice reports. The certification page 9 

of each transcript reported by an apprentice must include the supervising reporter’s name, 10 

certification number, and signature. The apprentice must file steno notes, text files, and audio 11 

backup with their supervising reporter no later than 5 days after the date of the conclusion of 12 

the deposition reported by the apprentice. The supervising reporter must maintain a log of 13 

every transcript prepared by an apprentice and signed by the supervising reporter for the 14 

duration of the apprenticeship.  15 

 16 

(e) A supervising shorthand reporter must not be related within the second degree by affinity 17 

(marriage) or within the third degree by consanguinity (blood or adoption) to an apprentice 18 

they are supervising. A certified shorthand reporter must not supervise their employer as an 19 

apprentice. A certified shorthand reporter must not supervise any other person who has 20 

supervisory authority over the shorthand reporter in any employment or professional 21 

capacity.  22 

 23 

(f) A supervising shorthand reporter must not supervise more than two apprentices at a time. 24 

 25 

(g) A supervising shorthand reporter whose certification expires, is revoked, or is suspended, or 26 

who voluntarily surrenders their certification, must not continue as a supervisor and must 27 

notify all apprentices under their supervision that they may not continue as a supervisor. 28 

 29 

(h) An apprentice shorthand reporter must take Part A of the examination at least two times per 30 

year during the apprenticeship. An apprentice shorthand reporter must submit written proof 31 

of taking the examination to their supervising shorthand reporter. The supervising shorthand 32 

reporter must inform the Commission if an apprentice does not comply with the examination 33 

requirement. The Commission may terminate the apprenticeship of an apprentice who fails 34 
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to take Part A of the examination at least two times per year. 1 

 2 

(i) A supervising shorthand reporter must inform the Commission if the apprenticeship should 3 

be further restricted, the apprenticeship should be terminated, or if the supervisor ceases to 4 

supervise the apprentice. A supervisor is responsible for the quality and timeliness of 5 

transcriptions performed under their supervision. A supervisor shorthand reporter may be 6 

subject to disciplinary action for the conduct and work performance of an apprentice under 7 

the shorthand reporter’s supervision. 8 

 9 

(j)  An apprentice shorthand reporter, the apprentice’s supervising reporter, or a firm who offers, 10 

negotiates for, or otherwise arranges for the apprentice shorthand reporter to render shorthand 11 

reporting services must provide written notice of the apprenticeship to the attorney who is 12 

taking the deposition as soon as practicable before the deposition. 13 

 14 

(k) An apprentice must use a full professional version of computer-aided transcription (CAT) 15 

software without page limitations in order to report a legal proceeding. 16 

 17 

(l) An apprenticeship may last no longer than 2 years. An apprenticeship may be extended until 18 

the apprentice receives the results of Part A of the examination if the examination results are 19 

outstanding at the end of the 2-year apprenticeship period. If the Commission suspends a 20 

certification as an apprentice, the period of the apprenticeship is not prolonged by the 21 

suspension period.  22 

 23 

 24 

6.5 Provisional Certification 25 

 26 

(a) The Commission may grant a provisional certification to a person who passes Part B of the 27 

examination outlined in Section 154.103(c) of the Government Code and a criminal history 28 

background check, under the following circumstances: 29 

 30 

(1) the person previously was certified as a shorthand reporter in Texas and, within the 3-31 

year period immediately preceding their application for provisional certification, retired 32 

or otherwise ceased certification while certified in good standing; 33 

 34 
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(2) the person was licensed or certified in good standing in another jurisdiction and actively 1 

engaged in the practice of shorthand reporting in that jurisdiction for 3 years out of the 2 

5-year period immediately preceding the person’s application for provisional 3 

certification; 4 

 5 

(3) the person was actively engaged in the practice of shorthand reporting in the federal 6 

courts for 3 years of the 5-year period immediately preceding the application for 7 

certification; or 8 

 9 

(4) the person, after testing, holds certification in good standing as an RPR issued by the 10 

National Court Reporters Association or another comparable or more stringent 11 

certification issued by that Association or another comparable organization and has 12 

been actively engaged in the practice of shorthand reporting for 3 years of the 5-year 13 

period immediately preceding the application for certification. 14 

 15 

(b) A provisional certification expires upon issuance of certification as a shorthand reporter or 3 16 

years after provisional certification is issued, whichever occurs earlier. A provisional 17 

certification may be extended until the person who holds it receives the results of Part A of 18 

the examination if the person took Part A prior to the end of the 3-year provisional 19 

certification period. A person who takes a record while provisionally certified may produce 20 

a transcript of the record after expiration of the provisional certification. 21 

 22 

(c) A person who holds a provisional certification may engage in the practice of shorthand 23 

reporting only by use of a method for which they were provisionally certified. A person who 24 

holds a provisional certification is subject to disciplinary action by the Commission. A 25 

provisional certification may be revoked or suspended as a disciplinary action. A period of 26 

suspension does not prolong the period of provisional certification.  27 

 28 

6.6[6.3] Renewal of Certification or Registration 29 

 30 

(a) Notwithstanding Rule (b), not later than the 30th day before the date a court reporter's 31 

or court reporting firm's certification or registration is scheduled to expire, the 32 

Commission will notify the reporter or firm of the impending expiration at the reporter's 33 

or firm's last known address according to the Commission's records. Failure to receive 34 

the notice does not exempt a court reporter or a court reporting firm from any 35 
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requirements of these rules. 1 

 2 

(b) To qualify for renewal of certification or registration, a certified court reporter, court 3 

reporting firm, or affiliate office must pay all required fees, submit all required forms, and 4 

comply with renewal procedures. In addition, certified court reporters and at least one 5 

person who has management authority over each certified shorthand reporting firm must 6 

comply with the Commission's continuing education requirements in Rules 4.1-4.3 and 7 

6.6. An application for renewal must state: 8 

 9 

(1) if the applicant is a court reporter, whether the applicant has been finally convicted 10 

of a criminal offense other than a minor traffic offense since the reporter's last 11 

certification; 12 

 13 

(2) if the applicant is a court reporting firm or affiliate office, whether an officer, 14 

director, or managerial employee has been finally convicted of a criminal offense 15 

other than a minor traffic offense since the firm's or affiliate office's last 16 

registration; and 17 

 18 

(3) if the applicant is a court reporter, whether the applicant has ever been the subject 19 

of a disciplinary action by a licensing authority in another jurisdiction requiring 20 

certification, registration, or licensure to provide court reporting services, and 21 

whether the applicant is the subject of a pending disciplinary action before the 22 

Commission, including actions in which the Commission imposed a sanction that 23 

has not been completed. 24 

 25 

6.7[6.4] Responsibilities of Certified Court Reporters 26 

(a) A certified court reporter is entitled to use the title "Certified Shorthand Reporter" or the 27 

abbreviation "CSR." A certified shorthand reporter may administer oaths to witnesses 28 

anywhere in this State. 29 

 30 

(b) The transcription of any proceeding and any other document certified by a certified shorthand 31 

reporter for use in litigation in the courts of this State must contain a signed certificate in the 32 

form required by the Uniform Format Manual. 33 

 34 

(c) A certification of a transcript of a court proceeding by an official court reporter must contain 35 

a signed certificate in the form required by the Uniform Format Manual. 36 

 37 

(d) A noncertified shorthand reporter may report an oral deposition only if: 38 

 39 

(l) the noncertified reporter delivers an affidavit to the parties or to their counsel present at the 40 

deposition stating that a certified shorthand reporter is not available; or 41 

 42 

(2) the parties or their counsel stipulate on the record at the beginning of the deposition 43 

that a certified shorthand reporter is not available. 44 

 45 

(e) A noncertified shorthand reporter who is employed when a certified shorthand reporter is not 46 

available must include with the certification of a transcription of a court proceeding an affidavit 47 

that no certified shorthand reporter was available to perform the duties of the court reporter. 48 
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 1 

(f) Official court reporters, deputy court reporters, and substitute court reporters must comply with 2 

the Act, Chapter 52 of the Government Code, and all applicable provisions of the Texas Rules 3 

of Appellate Procedure in conducting of the business of their offices. 4 

 5 

6.8 [6.5]  Enforcement 6 

 7 

(a) After notice and an opportunity for a hearing under Rule 5.10, the Commission may 8 

reprimand, impose an administrative penalty, or deny, suspend, revoke, or refuse to renew 9 

a shorthand reporter's certification for: 10 

 11 

( l) fraud or corruption; 12 

 13 

(2) dishonesty; 14 

 15 

(3) willful or negligent violation or failure of duty; 16 

 17 

(4) incompetence; 18 

 19 

(5) fraud or misrepresentation in obtaining certification; 20 

(6) a final conviction of an offense that directly relates to the duties and responsibilities of a 21 

certified shorthand reporter, as determined using the factors listed in Rule 3.5; 22 

 23 

(7) engaging in the practice of shorthand reporting using a method for which the reporter  24 

is not certified or while certification is suspended; 25 

 26 

(8) unprofessional conduct, including but not limited to: 27 

 28 

(A) failing to deliver a transcript or statement of facts to a client or court in a timely 29 

manner as determined by statute, court order, or agreement; 30 

 31 

(B) producing an inaccurate transcript or statement of facts; 32 

 33 

(C) producing an incomplete transcript or statement of facts except upon order of a 34 

court, agreement of the parties, or request of a party; 35 

 36 

(D) failing to disclose as soon as practical to the parties or their attorneys existing 37 

or past financial, business, professional, family, or social relationships, 38 

including contracts for court reporting services, that might reasonably create an 39 

appearance of partiality; 40 

 41 

(E) advertising or representing falsely the qualifications of a certified shorthand 42 

reporter or that an unlicensed individual is a certified shorthand reporter; 43 

 44 

(F) failing to charge all parties or their attorneys to an action the same price for an 45 

original transcript or statement of facts and failing to charge all parties or their 46 

attorneys the same price for a copy of a transcript or statement of facts or for 47 
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like services performed in an action; 1 

 2 

(G) failing to disclose in writing to all parties or their attorneys upon request at any 3 

time an itemization of all rates and charges to all parties or their attorneys; 4 

 5 

(H) reporting any proceeding if the reporter is related to a party or their attorney 6 

within the second degree by affinity or consanguinity unless: 7 

 8 

(i) as soon as practicable, the reporter discloses the relationship in writing 9 

to all parties and the court; and 10 

 11 

(ii) either 12 

 13 

A. no objection to the use of the reporter on the grounds of the 14 

relationship is made by any party or the court within a reasonable 15 

period after the disclosure; or 16 

B. the court enters an order finding that, under the circumstances, 17 

the relationship does not create an appearance of partiality and 18 

that good cause exists to permit use of the reporter; 19 

 20 

(I) reporting a proceeding if the reporter is financially interested in the action or is 21 

associated with a firm that is financially interested in the action; 22 

 23 

(J) failing to notify all parties or their attorneys of a request for a transcript or 24 

statement of facts, or any part thereof, in sufficient time for copies to be 25 

prepared and delivered; 26 

 27 

(K) going "off the record" during a deposition when not agreed to by all parties or 28 

their attorneys unless ordered to do so by the court; 29 

 30 

(L) giving[,] directly or indirectly, benefiting from, or being employed as a result of 31 

any gift, incentive, reward, or anything of value to attorneys, clients, or their 32 

representatives or agents, except for nominal items that do not exceed $100 in the 33 

aggregate per recipient per year; [and] 34 

 35 

(M) failing to comply with the requirements of the Uniform Format Manual for Texas 36 

Court Reporters; and 37 

 38 

(N) repeatedly committing to provide at a specific time and location court reporting 39 

services for an attorney in connection with a legal proceeding and unreasonably 40 

failing to fulfill the commitment under the terms of that commitment. 41 

 42 

(9) entering into or providing services under a prohibited contract described by Section 43 

154.115 of the Government Code; or 44 

 45 

(10) committing any other act that violates Chapter 154 of the Government Code, a rule 46 

adopted under the Act, or a provision of the Code of Ethics. 47 
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 1 

(b) In this rule, an officer, director, or managerial employee of a shorthand reporting firm or 2 

affiliate office will be referred to as "a principal." After notice and an opportunity for a 3 

hearing under Rule 5.10, the Commission may reprimand, impose an administrative 4 

penalty, or deny, suspend, revoke, or refuse to renew the registration of a shorthand 5 

reporting firm or affiliate office for: 6 

 7 

(1) fraud or corruption; 8 

 9 

(2) dishonesty; 10 

 11 

(3) conduct on the part of a principal if the principal orders, encourages, or permits 12 

conduct that the principal knows or should have known violates this chapter; 13 

 14 

(4) failure of a principal to take reasonable remedial action to avoid or mitigate the 15 

consequences of conduct by a person who the principal knows or should have 16 

known violated this chapter and over whom the principal has direct supervisory 17 

authority; 18 
 19 

(5) fraud or misrepresentation in obtaining registration; 20 

 21 

(6) a final conviction of a principal of a felony or misdemeanor that directly relates to 22 

providing court reporting services, as determined under Rule 3.5; 23 

 24 

(7) engaging the services of a reporter that the shorthand reporting firm or affiliate 25 

office knew or should have known was using a method for which the reporter is not 26 

certified; 27 

 28 

(8) knowingly providing court reporting services while the shorthand reporting firm's 29 

or affiliate office's registration is suspended or engaging the services of a shorthand 30 

reporter whose certification was suspended if a principal knew or should have 31 

known of the suspension; 32 

 33 

(9) unprofessional conduct, including: 34 

 35 

(A) [a pattern of] giving (directly or indirectly), benefiting from, or being 36 

employed as a result of giving any gift, incentive, reward, or anything of 37 

value to attorneys, clients, or their representatives or agents, except for 38 

nominal items that do not exceed $100 in the aggregate for each recipient 39 

each year- provided, however, that nothing in this rule should be construed 40 

to define providing value-added business services, including long-term 41 

volume discounts, such as the pricing of products and services, as prohibited 42 

gifts, incentives, or rewards; or 43 

(B) repeatedly committing to provide at a specific time and location court reporting 44 

services for an attorney in connection with a legal proceeding and unreasonably 45 

failing to fulfill the commitment under the terms of that commitment; 46 

 47 
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(10) entering into or providing services under a prohibited contract described by Section 1 

154.115 of the Government Code; 2 

 3 

(11) failure on the part of at least one principal for the court reporting firm to obtain 4 

continuing education in accordance with 6.9; or 5 

 6 

(12)(11) committing any other act that violates Chapter 154 of the Government Code, a 7 

rule adopted under the Act, or a provision of the Code of Ethics. 8 

 9 

(c) When a certified shorthand reporter or court reporting firm reports an alleged violation to 10 

the Commission pursuant to the reporting obligation in the Code of Ethics, the information 11 

must be provided in writing and must be signed by the person providing the information 12 

and accompanied by pertinent documentation, if any. 13 

 14 

 15 

6.9[6.6]  Continuing Education 16 

 17 

(a) A certified court reporter or a person with management authority over a shorthand 18 

reporting firm must complete at least 10 hours of approved continuing education during each 19 

certification period. The 10 hours must include a minimum of 2.5 hours in ethics, Texas 20 

rules, or both. A certified court reporter or a firm manager may carry forward to the next 21 

certification period up to 4 hours of continuing education hours, but ethics credit may not 22 

be carried forward. 23 

 24 

(b) The required hours must be earned prior to the expiration of the certified court reporter's 25 

certification period. 26 

 27 

(c) Notwithstanding Rule 4.3, a certified court reporter or a firm manager must submit 28 

requests for approval of continuing education no later than 2 months before the date the 29 

reporter's certification expires. 30 

 31 

(d) Continuing education may be earned by: 32 

 33 

(1) verified attendance or participation in an approved program, activity, or course; 34 

 35 

(2) verified personal preparation of educational presentations pertaining to the 36 

profession of court reporting or serving as an instructor, speaker, or panel member 37 

at an approved continuing education course; or 38 

 39 

(3) writing articles pertaining to the court reporting profession that are published in a 40 

state or nationally recognized professional journal of court reporting or law 41 

provided, however, that no more than 2.5 hours may be earned under this category 42 

during any one certification period. 43 

 44 

(e) Credit earned under (d)(2) will be awarded as follows: 45 

 46 

(l) for participation as an instructor in an approved continuing education program, the 47 
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number of hours approved for attendees of the presentation; and 1 

 2 

(2) for preparation time, up to 2.5 hours. 3 

 4 

(f) A court reporter may earn preparation and teaching credit for instructing an approved 5 

continuing education course only one time per certification period. 6 

 7 

(g) An article submitted under (d)(3) must be approved by the Director to receive continuing 8 

education credit. Credit will not be allowed for the same article published in more than one 9 

publication. 10 

 11 

(h) All courses must be relevant to the needs of court reporters and the reporting service needs 12 

of users and must: 13 

 14 

(1) contribute to the advancement, extension, and enhancement of the professional 15 

skills and knowledge of the individual in the practice of shorthand reporting; 16 

 17 

(2) include at least one subject that is directly related to the court reporter's ability to 18 

produce accurate and timely transcripts, such as: 19 

 20 

(A) English, including grammar, linguistics, and transcript styles; 21 

 22 

(B) medicine, including terminology, techniques, and concepts likely to be 23 

encountered during litigation; 24 

(C) the legal system, including litigation procedures and substantive 25 

presentations on various specialties within the law; 26 

 27 

(D) technology-related subjects, including terminology and concepts likely to 28 

be encountered during litigation (e.g., accident reconstruction) and 29 

technological developments in the field of court reporting (e.g., computer 30 

technology); 31 

 32 

(E) transcript preparation; or 33 

 34 

(F) business management, including financial issues, personnel issues, and time 35 

management. 36 

 37 

(i) In addition to the activities listed in Rule 4.3(k), the following do not qualify as continuing 38 

education activities for certified court reporters under these rules: 39 

 40 

(1) entertainment and recreation; 41 

 42 

(2) tours or visiting exhibits; 43 

 44 

(3) any function for which the court reporter receives remuneration as part of his or her 45 

regular employment; 46 

 47 
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(4) courses that emphasize nonverbal skills (e.g., golf, tennis, dancing, basket-weaving, 1 

CPR or first aid courses, floral design, etc.); 2 

 3 

(5) any activity completed before the first renewal period for which the renewal 4 

applicant is required to obtain continuing education; and 5 

 6 

(6) reading books or articles or submitting book reviews, article reviews, or tests 7 

(including those books and accompanying tests that are part of the approved reading 8 

list of the National Court Reporters Association). 9 

 10 

 11 

7.0 Guardianship Certification 12 

 13 

7.1 Definitions 14 

 15 

(a) Certified guardian means a person who is certified by the Commission to provide 16 

guardianship services in this State. 17 

 18 

(b) Corporate fiduciary has the meaning assigned by Section 1002.007 of the Estates Code. 19 

 20 

(c) Engaged in the business of providing guardianship services means to perform, offer to 21 

perform, or advertise the performance of guardianship services for compensation. 22 

 23 

(d) Guardian has the meaning assigned by Section 1002.012 of the Estates Code. 24 
 25 

(e) Guardianship program means a corporation; partnership; firm; other business entity; 26 

local, county, or regional agency; or nonprofit entity that provides guardianship and related 27 

services to an incapacitated person or other person who needs assistance in making 28 

decisions concerning the person's own welfare or financial affairs. This definition does not 29 

apply to service-providers that provide guardianship services pursuant to a contract with 30 

the Health and Human Services Commission Office of Guardianship. 31 

(f) Guardianship services means conducting, performing, or administering the duties and 32 
powers prescribed by the Estates Code or under a court order in a guardianship matter. 33 

 34 

(g) Incapacitated person has the meaning assigned by Section 1002.017 of the Estates   Code. 35 

 36 

(h) Code of Ethics and Minimum Standards for Guardianship Services means the 37 

document titled "Code of Ethics and Minimum Standards for Guardianship Services" 38 

promulgated under Section 155.101 and Section 155.152 of the Government Code. 39 

 40 

(i) Private professional guardian means a person, other than an attorney or a corporate 41 

fiduciary, who is engaged in the business of providing guardianship services. 42 

 43 

(j) Provisionally certified guardian means a person who has received provisional 44 

certification to provide guardianship services in this State from the Commission. 45 

 46 

(k) Supervisor means a certified guardian who has notified the Commission that he or she will 47 

_____________________________________________________________________
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